Absbaet--Using oversampling and
In this letter, we show that the above two scenarios caq be combined to c) blindly ider#@ multiple FIR chaMels can$ng d unsynchmnized a2gital FA input signals that have the s~fme symbol rate and dphabet. See Fig. 1 . De new ide&ca$ion algorithm combines algorithms for U ) and b). In the c synchronize, and recover a n m b r of incaming digital sigpals arriving from different or possibly the; saane directions and distorted by multipath with finite delay spread.
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II. DATA MODEL
We describe a digital signal s ( t ) as a sequence of djrac pulses s ( t ) = Erm S k S ( t -I C ) . For convenience, the symbol rate is normalized to T = 1. An array of M sen- 
1.
The augmented data matrix X has it factoriza€ion x = 31s
Now, necessary conditions for X to have a "ai-& factorization X = 3.1s are that 3. 1 is a 'W matrix and S is a "wide" matrix, which for L > 1 leads to
Moreover, if 31 and S have full rank, then row (X) = row (S) and col (X) = col ('H).
m. BLINDIDENTIPICATION
g a factorization X = %S such that cillher S is a bloclt-Toeplitz matrix with a specified row span or that H is a blockHankel matrix with a specified column span. However, such subspace on alone results in 811 ambiguity since X = .. -1 
C. Remarks
If the channels do not have equal lengths, then 7-f is not full rank, and the above algorithm has to be modified. Omitting the details, we mention that it is sufficient to set L equal to the minimal channel length. This reduces the number of shifts of G in (2) so that ker(G$) is larger than before. Besides the symbol sequences, this space now also contains a numbr of shifted copies of them. After processing this larger space by ILSP, it is straightforward to detect the shifted copies and remove them.
Iv. SIMULATION RESULTS
In a simulation of a multiray wireless channel, we consider d = 2 unsynchnized BPSK signals, each modulated by a raised-cosine shaping filter (modulation parameter 0.35 and truncated to a length of six symbol periods). The signals are received by M = 2 antennas spaced by half a wavelength. The simulated channel consists of four paths per signal, where each path is specified by an angle-of-arrival a, delay 7, and complex damping factor p: . .-
. -
The resulting channel length is L = 9. We took N = 50 sampling intervals, with P = 5 times oversampling, and set the S N R to 10 dB per signal.
The singular values of the resulting data matrix X are plotted in Fig. 2(a) , for blocking factors m = 2, 3, 4. The numerical rank of X is about dx = 10, 12, 14. respectively, so that the number of signal! is detected as d = 2, and the observed channel length is L = 4, rather e 9. Fig. 2(b) shows the singu;ar values of GI-, for m = 3, dx = 12, and 
